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Specialized in one-stop heating solutions for 17 years
Keep ecological & efficient, stay warm & comfortable

www.exindagroup.com



Exinda is a national high-tech enterprise specialized in manufacturing air-to-water heat pump with strong R&D
strength and providing comprehensive energy-saving solutions for clients from all over the world. Exinda has a
complete heat pump supply chain with products including Swimming Pool Heat Pump, Residential Heat Pump, ,
Commercial Heat Pump, etc. 
Taking the corporate social responsibility for creating a green future, we will continue to identify opportunities and
seek new energy solutions as we strive to make the world's spaces happier and more comfortable.

Welcome to EXINDA

www.exindagroup.com



2006 2010 2012 2023

Milestones

The Beginning

XINDA began manufacturing
heating elements.

Supplied to worldwide well-
known electrical appliance
manufacturer.

Innovated at the technical
level to upgrade the high
efficiency of heating tube and
heating wires.

SUNDEAR Established
XINDA Group built a 30,000 ㎡
factory.

The factory has enabled our
company to provide one-stop
heating solutions to our clients
with stronger capabilities —
manufacturing infrared heaters,
industrial heater, duct heaters
etc.....

Sundear produce air to water Heat Pump
mainly develop for domestic market.

There is 1 heat pump production line,
with R410 as core products, installed
around 100,000 units in the pass 10
years, again receiving recognition and
praise from our customers, giving us the
motivation to persistently enhance the
performance of our machine. 

New Exinda factory cover 60000
㎡ ,plan to start mass production
at 2023 October, cover with 3
productions of R290 & R32 heat
pump.



Vision

Goal

Mission

EXINDA is committed to
providing intelligent, eco-friendly 
and economical heating solutions 
to customers worldwide, ensuring 
high efficiency of production and 
high quality of product.

Specialized in efficient heating 
solution & eco-energy innovation.

E concept of Exinda — 
Enthusiasm and Expertise to 
protect the Earth. 

Letting our heat pumps deliver 
the warmth around the world in 
an environmentally friendly way 
and creating a carbon-neutral 
lifestyle and green planet.

50% of EXINDA heat pump 
products use R32 as refrigerant. 
Outstandingly leading the 
industry, heat pumps with new 
nature gas R290 have been 
developed. 

Sustainable Development

Our Vision / Mission



R & D Strength
always upgrade with market demand and make quality improvment product

Customization
capability

Professional R&D team
including 27
experienced engineers 

Selfed-developed
"smart brain"

Quality assurance &
Supply chain control

EXINDA accepts customized
orders,with own designer team,
focus on customer requirements
and  provide tailor solutions to get
customer satisfaction and create a
win-win situation.

Selfed develop smart logic with
upgrate floating electric price system
connect with local energy
management system ( EMC), with SG
ready, RS485, RTU modbus.., or
provide customer tailor logic solution.

Complete supply chain system, with
the international well-known supplies
such as:  Mitsubishi, Alfa LAVAL, 
WILO, NIDEC, SENSATA... to ensure
longevity.



The Lab: A Hub 
of Innovation 
and Expertise

In the realm of heating solutions, Exinda has emerged as a pioneer
with its unwavering commitment to research, development, and
innovation. At the heart of this dedication lies Exinda's state-of-the-art
heat pump laboratory, where our team of experts put every product
through rigorous testing to ensure unparalleled performance.
Nestled within the Exinda headquarters, our heat pump lab serves as
a hub of innovation and expertise. Equipped with cutting-edge tools
and technologies, our dedicated team of engineers and scientists
work tirelessly to optimize the performance, efficiency, and reliability
of our heat pump products.



Smart Lab Management System

2 labs in Heyuan with two slots, which can test 4 units at one time
3 labs in Longchuan, which can test 3 units at the same time. 
Total could testing 7 units at same time

EXINDA with total  5 Enthalpy laboratory 

Energy conservation

Digitalize

Automatic testing

Multiple Tests

Multi Client

Intelligence

Safety warning

Thermal imaging

Testing standard of product Reliability, test last 600 hours 

Test Lab Equipment List



Sheet metal workshop

Including sheet metal production and sheet metal spraying
Customized possibility for all shapes or colors 

Strictly quality control for all parts, and provide stable heat pump product. With
the production of condenser helps the flexibility of fast delivery.

 
Quality Control
100%

3 standard production line of R290 
With 3 Explosion-proof production lines, annual output of heat pump with 90000pcs.The production
line covers nitrogen pressure leak detection, halogen leak detection, electrical safety Inspection, and
commodity inspection (connect water & electricity, each heat pump under testing with 12mins.)
Advanced production line and complete testing process, 100% quality control in production process
makes stable quality.

Precisely control the
amount of refrigerant

Within 1000g, accuracy
≦ ± 0.5%, above

1000g, accuracy ≦ ±
0.4%

FUSO Halogen Leak
Detector, check for

leaks, full inspection to
ensure no leakage of

f

Ultrasonic sealing machine, no open
flame, safer and more efficient

Condenser  workshop

Production capacity



Product Portfolio

Air to water Heat Pump 

Swimming Pool Heat Pump

Commercial Heat Pump



100+ 60,000㎡ 600+ 500+ 20+ 40+
Selling Countries & Regions Well-trained Staff Global Strategic Partners Days Shortest Lead Time Invention PatentsFactory Area Covering 

Enterprise Strength
We‘ll Ensure You Always Get the Best Results 

Our 
Super Team



Our Factory



Connect with 
Us!

Phone: +86 (0) 762 3269331 

Email: info@exindagroup.com

 Website: www.exindagroup.com

LinkedIn: @Exinda Eco-Energy Solutions

Address: Linjiang Industrial Park, Heyuan City, Guangdong, China

GUANGDONG EXINDA TECHNOLOGY CO., LTD

Web LinkedIn 


